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Abstract
This research is aimed to indicate the significance of marketing communication in order to
promote tourism based on LGBT tourists by using representative sample. The research is published
on EBSCO database. As a result, the sample relates to six subjects, which reveals that the study of
SMCR Model (Berlo,1960) has the highest number of research; First, media receptor (R) in four
subjects (66.67%). Second, sender (s) and channel (c) in only one subject (16.67%). The last one
is media (M). The three main theories in the research; the first one is Tourist behavior in five
subjects (83.33%), the second one is the inspiration in four subjects (66.67%) and the last one is
the attitude in two subjects (33.33%). The researchers used three different methods: Quantitative
research, Qualitative research and Mix methodology. The researcher team mainly used quantitative
research in four subjects (66.67%) and merely used qualitative research and mix methodology in
only one subject for each (16.67%).
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Introduction
The Marketing Communication is the main strategy for business to achieve customer’s
goal. However, the business still cannot read customer’s mind about their desirable products and
services without marketing strategy. Apart from this communication, it can play an important role
in tourism industry to improve the relationship between clients and business. As a result, a business
can compete to other countries.
Marketing Communication of Tourism in Thailand has recently started in 2018 and
accepted to be “the new shade of color” (Fedder, 2015) is marketing campaign that designed to
create new perspective in tourist attraction by using website to communicate directly to customers
and it interests many travel agency business because many people are prone to use website more
than other channels. As a result, they can reach to the targeted group of customer, LGBT group.
The marketing communication will be different relating to many factors such as society and
culture. The LGBT tourists may want to travel and enjoy activities with their gay friends in case
they are men (Cahill et al., 2013). Nowadays, gay or homosexual have played an important role in
society and interest many business in Thailand. It is a well-known fact that they have high
purchasing power so they look for travel agencies that are suitable for them and travel agency in
Thailand is quite approachable for them. However, some people still look down on the LGBT
tourists, so they are not satisfied to participate in activities and recreation of tourism. Many travel
agencies in Thailand are trying to respond their needs by improving marketing strategy and using
Marketing Communication to serve them.
According to the previous factors, the research must relate to the marketing communication
that promotes tourism to the LGBT tourists in order to clarify the basic information. As a result,
the researcher will understand the role of marketing communication and can point out the
weakness of this strategy to improve another research in the near future.

The objectives
Pointing out the significance of marketing communication in order to promote tourism
based on LGBT tourists.

Scope of the research
The researcher has determined the scope by followings:
1. Duration of time: the information must be published on EBSCO in 2008-2018
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2. Scope of information: Research about the tourism of LGBT tourists including
tourism behavior, tourist attraction or hotel determination, demand and expectation
by using three methods: 1.The study of SMCR Model (Berlo, 1960) 2. The theories
3. Methodology

Research synthesis methods
1. Population and representative sample

The research, which are mainly about marketing information that promote tourism
for LGBT tourists, is published on EBSCO database in 2011-2018 with six subjects.
2. Researching methods

2.1 Gathering information from EBSCO database to find research that relate to the tourism
of LGBT tourists including tourism behavior, tourist attraction or hotel determination,
demand and expectation by searching these phrases: LGBT tourism, Lesbian tourism,
Gay tourism, Bisexual tourism, Transgender tourism and Homosexual tourism and the
research must be published in 2011-2018, which represents in this table below.
Table 1: ……………………………………………………………..
Keywords

Number of papers

LGBT tourism

45

Lesbian tourism

6

2

Gay tourism

71

5

Bisexual tourism

0

0

Transgender tourism

2

0

Homosexual tourism

1

0

Total

125

9

Number of paper related to
tourism behavior
2

3. Research Instrument and quality testing

The research instrument: Record form of marketing information that promotes
tourism for LGBT tourists. The researcher has synthesized by gathering information
from secondary sources by these following methods;
3.1 Interpreting data from documents and textbooks as a guideline and conclude
research details.
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3.2 Creating record form
3.3 Rechecking record form by three specialists to find content validity using
Index of Item Objective Congruence: IOC, which is 0.98
3.4 Adjusting record form according to the suggestion from specialists.
4. Data Analysis

Analyzing data from the record form by evaluating descriptive statistics and
content analysis, providing results of quantitative research and qualitative research,
presenting by essay with demonstrated table.

Conceptual framework
The research of marketing information that promotes tourism for LGBT tourists.
The researcher will present ideas in three ways: the study of SMCR Model (Berlo, 1960),
idea, theories and methodology in research can represent in this picture below.

Research related to
marketing communication
to promote tourism among
LGBT tourists.

Education issues
Elements of
SMCR communication
(Berio,
1960)
Concepts and
theories used in research
Research
methodology
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Knowledge about
marketing
communication to
promote tourism among
LGBT tourists.

Data Synthesis Results
1. The study of SMCR Model (Berlo, 1960)
According to the six subjects, shows that the highest number of research is media receptor (R) in
four subjects (66.67%), the second is sender (s) and media (M) in only one subject (16.67%) and the last
one is channel without any research (0%). The number of research can represented in this table below.
Table 2 :………………………………………………………………………
S-M-C-R Model

Number of papers

percentage

Sender
Message

1
1

16.67
16.67

Channel

0

0

Receivers

4

66.67

Sender (S)-According to the research of six subjects, shows that researcher has mainly studied
about improving marketing strategy by study the LGBT tourists’ needs and adjust these information to
process in marketing communication strategy of sender.
Media (M)-According to the research, shows that researcher has mainly studied about being
friend with gay to attract tourists.
Channel (C)Receiver (R)-The research is aimed to study about receiver in different subjects; 1.Media
accessibility and integrated marketing communication of tourists 2. Interaction of marketing
communication 3.Opinion and influence of quality service 4.Personal factors of tourist and marketing
factors that affect tourism

2. Ideas and theories of the research
Ideas and theories of the research; the first one is Tourist behavior in five subjects
(83.33%), the second one is the inspiration in four subjects (66.67%) and the last one is the
attitude in two subjects (33.33%). The theory of marketing components and ideas of LGBT
tourists (16.67%) shows that many people are interested in LGBT tourists but there are small
amount of research about these tourists. The communication is an important tool that can
persuade tourism for tourists and marketing theory is quite important because the LGBT tourism
is growing continuously and the LGBT are starting to be accepted in society nowadays. As a
result, the researcher will use marketing communication to communicate with tourists easier.
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3. Researching methods
According to six subjects of the research, reveals that the research are mostly quantitative
research in four subjects (66.67%). Qualitative research and mix methodology are used in only
one subject for each. The qualitative research methods can be divided into four types: In-depth
semi-structured interview, group interview, group discussion and document synthesis.

Conclusion
This research is mainly about marketing information that promotes tourism for LGBT
tourists, is published in 2011-2018. The result shows that the LGBT tourists are not different
from male and female tourists in many ways: transportation and expectation. They expect that
tourist attraction to have its own identity and interesting background. Moreover, the place must
be convenient to go and safe. Also, the hotel is expected to be convenient and surrounded by
good atmosphere more than other gender in order to relax, abscond from chaos and learn local
cultures.
1. Main idea of SMCR model study (Berlo, 1960).
As a result, the research synthesis of six subjects reveals that the highest number of
research is media receptor (R) in four subjects (66.67%). The study of sender (s) and channel (c)
in only one subject (16.67%). the last one is channel without any research. The LGBT tourists
are quite new to the market. In addition, communication is very important to achieve the
customers’ goal, so the good communication must including these four components. We suggest
other researcher to make more research about sender, media and channel.
2. Ideas of knowledge and theories
The three main theories in the research; the first one is Tourist behavior in five subjects
(83.33%), the second one is the inspiration in four subjects (66.67%) and the last one is the
attitude in two subjects (33.33%). The theory of marketing components and ideas of LGBT
tourists (16.67%) shows that many people are interested in LGBT tourists. Nowadays, there are
few research about these topics. The communication is an important tool that can persuade
tourism for tourists and marketing theory is quite important because the LGBT tourism is
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growing continuously and the LGBT are starting to be accepted in society nowadays. As a result,
the researcher will use marketing communication to communicate with tourists easier.
3. Methodology
The research has used three different methods: Quantitative research, Qualitative research
and Mix methodology. The researcher has mainly used quantitative research in four subjects
(66.67%) and merely used qualitative research and mix methodology (21.43%). The least
quantitative research is 16.67%.

The quantitative research itself is not enough to understand LGBT tourist needs. The
qualitative research can explain the in-depth data. Nowadays, the mix methodology is being used
in order to eliminate weakness in other kind of research. We may receive clear and completed
information. The mix methodology is the best method that based on philosophy and action
research. In the near future, the qualitative research and the mix methodology can adapt in many
ways.
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